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SONGSHA INTERNATIONAL DOWNHILL RACE (Yunnan/China)
The Race, held for the first time in 2018 in Songshan, only 100km far from
the Myanmar border and on the Myanmar-China road, saw its second edition
in 2019. I could not attend last year’s race as I had been at the mountain bike
championships in Switzerland. So it was a must to pack my bike and things
and travel all the way to Kunming (Yunnan province) and take a other flight
to Baoshan.

Brage Vestavik

Songshan was a battlefield in
1944 just before the second
world war came to the end. The
Japanese wanted to block the
road from Myanmar, to not let in
any supplies from the US helping
China in this war. China finally
defeated the Japanese with the
help of the Americans. Today a
memorial park has been built on
top of the mountain by the Chinese
government, with 402 sculptures
representing soldiers from the
Chinese Expeditionary Force.
Almost 3000km I must travel.
One thing is very convenient here
in China, and it saves making
a hole in your wallet: you can
ship things whole over China. I

sent the bike before, so at least
I don’t have the problem with
travelling overweight with a bike
bag. Of course the camera bag
was also heavy, so it was twice
as important that I sent the bike
ahead. It arrived 2 days later at
the race venue.
With me arrived also Matej
Charvat,
2019
national
champion, and Tan Soon Soon
from Malasiaya, the 40-yearold fastest boy in all Asia! After
an hour drive and a Dali beer we
arrived in Songshan, beautiful in a
terrace of rice fields, over 1900
m above sea level.
John took care of us, showed us
our rooms, and managed that we
could have some dinner, as it was

already 21:00. He also made sure
that we stayed hydrated, while
we assembled the bikes. There
were quite a lot of riders arrived
also already Wednesday to train
for the final run on Sunday. Next
day, after breakfast and no
coffee, we did some runs. The
trail is awesome, a bit heavy on
pedaling, and some jumps, which
are not really big, but you must
pedal, otherwise you won’t clear
the gap. Tan Soon Soon and I rode
the trail twice without taking any
jumps. After that, we were ready
to fly! Thank you Soon Soon, to
drag me over the jumps, it made
me comfortable to clear them
without fear. There was a big jump
in the flat, and the riders had to
pedal pretty hard to clean the gap
Tan Soon Soon, Josh Button, Matej Charvat,
Brage Vestavik

of about 5 meters. For Tan Soon
Soon it was no problem, but I was
a bit afraid of it, so I did not try
it. And the „chicken line“ was also
quick, so I did not bother to get it
done. It was a good day, we did 8
runs the whole day, which was of
course only possible because we
got to the top of the mountains
with pickup cars.
Other fast international riders
arrived: Josh Button from
Australia, Brage Vestavik from
Norway, Bima and Ditra from
Indonesia. After breakfast with
the choice of coffee, beer and
milk this time, we all went up
the mountain. In the morning
I did some laps, and then in the
afternoon I changed the bike to
my camera gear. The boys went

Ye Zheng Wu

beast and style mode! We took a
lot of good pictures!
Also, the Chinese riders were
stunned to see the boys taking
the quad in one jump, only to say,
to clean that, you need to jump
at least about 7 meters - and not
doing it perfectly meant falling
totally in the flat! So it required a
lot of skills to do. After the photo
session I did two laps more with
the boys!
Matej is not only a fast rider,
he is also a fast drinker, and for
him, from the land of beer, the
Chinese beer was just like water,
so we had already a couple at the
dinner, only this time we had also
some Bai Jiu, also called Chinese
white Wine. But this is nothing

Bima Fikra Aldira, Brage Vestavik, Josh Button

like wine, it’s very strong most
of them are over 50% alcohol by
volume. As Brage was in China for
the first time, I did as the Chinese
would do, I bought only the best, I
bought a bottle of Moutai, finest
and most popular baijiu brand
in China. Well the taste is very
interesting, and not the cup of
tea for most foreigners, but also
the aftermath the next morning
is really tasty, when you need to
burp you have a fine taste in your
mouth from last night’s Bai Jiu.
Check, it’s done on the list, what
you have to do when you are in
China. One bottle is enough.
Saturday is seeding time. Finally
all riders arrived in Songshan,
including „Paul and his wife“ from
Local

the UK. It was funny, we called
Danica only „the wife“ then, as
she was introduced like that.
Saturday morning it was a little
bit wet on the trail, but it was ok,
we said it’s a bit slippery. Little
did we know what really slippery
meant. Afternoon was seeding.
First the Junior category,
followed by the Open category,
and then Women’s category,
then domestic Elite, and then
International Elite (funny, really I
ride in International Elite). It was
raining a little around the time
of the last rider of the domestic
Elite category, but it was pouring
down when we had to start. Oh
boy, that was slippery. I had really
a safe run, I did not try any jumps.
Most of the fast riders went
Bima Fikra Aldira

down (crashing), but for most of
them nothing serious happened,
only dirt on the jersey. But Ditra
dislocated his shoulder, popped
it back himself, and finished his
run! Bima crashed hard on the
drop. As the take off was out of
wood, his front wheel washed out,
and he went down hard. Luckily
nothing happened to him, other
than only bruises. Now we knew
what really slippery is, it was like
riding on ice. We told John they
should put some „chicken net“ on
the wooden features, if it’s raining
at the final again.
Saturday evening! Is party night!
Riders Party! It was really nice,
John and Winnie organised a
welcome party with all riders. We
international riders were even

Chen Ying Yan

singing „we will rock you“. Plenty
of funny games we played, but
also a big raffle was going on, with
prizes of RST forks and Dirt Jump
frames. Mostly, every rider took
something „home“, a few not, and
I was the lucky winner too, I did
not get anything. But the whole
evening was really cool, a lot of
laughter and a lot of Beers, but
not that much, everybody knew,
next day is race day!
Sunday morning, the sun is out!
The trail was dry again, and we
did the „glory ride“ for the TV,
which also meant that was our
only training run before the final.
All was good, the trail was fast
again, and I could hit all the jumps
(except the big one). The Final
race was the same as the seeding,

Matej Charvat

starting with the Junior category
and finishing with us International
Elite riders just according the
seeding position. I started then
as second rider. It was a decent
run, it could be faster, but also
keeping in mind that I have hardly
anything to say in this field of world
class riders. Matej repeated his
win from last year. It was not an
advantage for him, as the trail was
not the same as last year. Second
came Josh, both this riders were
riding with Enduro Bikes. Brage
had not the same condition as
at the RedBull Hardline (btw. he
got 4th in 2019), he wished he
brought his Enduro bike. Is hard
pedaling anyway, but worse with
a downhill bike. The winner of the
Chinese Elite riders had a gap of
16 seconds to Matej Charvat.

Yavento Ditra Pranata

With the TV live stream and a lot
of locals watching the event it was
amazing to ride here in Songshan.
And we also had luck, the rain
held off. After the race there was
an unofficial jump contest at the
last jump in the finish area. Keith
was mesmerizing everybody
with a very clean backflip, but
far overshot, and landed in the
flat, where he just could not hold
onto the handlebar, he swept
away and crashed, but nothing to
worry about. His days studying in
Canada / Vancouver and riding
a lot in Whistler certainly paid
off. I remember him, 4 years
ago, hardly could ride down the
mountain. Now the 20 year old
is one of the top riders in China,
fast and also doing a backflip on
Wei Yang Yang

his bike.
It was time to pack the bike, and
celebrate the race and the last
evening. Tomorrow everybody
will start the journey back home,
where ever it is. All have to travel
some distance, some a bit more,
some a bit less. There was quite
a number of local riders from
Baoshan, which is amazing! And
also riders from other parts
in China have a chance to race
somewhere else, than just the
normal popular race venues.

It was a blast!
Thank you Winnie and John!
You two did a great job!!

Brage Vestavik

RESULTS
WOMEN

1st Chen Ying Yan 		
CHN 		
2nd Wei Yang Yang 		
CHN 		
3rd Danica Caiger-Smith UK 		

JUNIORS

1st Ma Xian Chao 		
2nd Tang Xu 		
3rd Li Gen		

OPEN

1st Du Yi		
		
2nd Du Yao
		
3rd Xie Ren Jian

03:15.555
03:20.941
03:32.463

CHN 		
CHN 		
CHN 		

02:47.229
02:48.843
02:53.252

CHN 		
CHN 		
CHN 		

02:34.446
02:36.251
02:38.912

ELITE DOMESTIC

1st Ye Zheng Wu 		
2nd Xiao Cong 		
3rd Zhou Xiao Long

CHN 		
CHN 		
CHN 		

ELITE INTERNATIONAL
1st Matej Charvat 		
2nd Josh Button 		
3rd Brage Vestavik

CZE 		
AUS 		
NOR 		

02:26.046
02:29.502
02:30.300

02:10.530
02:12.396
02:18.780

S-PARTS超轻钛合金碗组盖www.spartsti.com
TITANIUM HEADSET CAP
8GRAMM
INCLUDING TITANIUM BOLT
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With this release we are introducing the newest and most exciting 2019
helmet development from iXS, the Trigger FF, full face helmet. The Trigger FF
combines open face breathability and ventilation with full face protection in
an ultra-lightweight and compact design. The patent pending fully in-molded
unibody construction and internal X-FrameTM allow for certified DH level
protection while keeping the weight to an absolute minimum. At +/- 600g,
the Trigger FF is nominated to be the lightest full face helmet in the market.
All mountain Performance = All day comfort!

FIDLOCK®
Innovative, user-friendly fastener system that combines
the advantages of a magnetic fastener with those of
mechanical locking functionality. (Source: dlock.com)

PRECISION INTERLOCKING
Dial disc. Micro adjustments. Easy to access and to
adjust to personal comfort.

ERGO FIT ULTRATM
Lightweight Flexible cradle keeps the helmet securely
in position without causing heat build up or discomfort.

3-LEVEL VISOR ADJUSTABILITY
Allows space to rest goggle and to adjust visor to
preferred position.

X-FRAMETM
Patented fully in-molded construction. Uni-body inmolded EPS to eliminate week joints. High strength to
weight ratio. Increased frontal impact strength and
security.

Safety: EN1078/ASTM/CPSC certified
Colour: 5 colour options (black, graphite, lime, white, night red)
Size/weight: SM 54-58cm (+/- 600g), ML 58-62cm (+/- 660g)
Patented fully in-molded construction
• Unibody in molded EPS = no week points/joints
• high strength to weight ratio (SM: 630g)
X-FrameTM internal crash cage
• Increased frontal impact strength and security
VortexTM ventilation
• 5 massive intake vents interconnect with 17 exhaust vents to force cool air into the helmet, and
hot air out.
ErgoFit UltraTM Retention System
• Fine tune a secure fit without the excess bulk and heat of traditional full face helmet liners.
VentMeshTM padding
• highly breathable and moisture wicking pads disperse pressure evenly over the cranium
• 2 sets of jaw/cheek pads further fit customization
Single stage adjustable visor
• Out of the way when needed
• Allows space for secure goggle storage
Goggle grip
• Keeps goggle strap in position
Product description: iXS Trigger FF helmet 470-510-9010
Item Code: 470-510-9010
Weight: +/- 600g (SM)
MSRP: USD 249.-
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How to Born MTB JAIPUR - GAME OF
TRAILS - Aravali’s mountains are one
of the oldest folding mountains in
the world and they are a big part in
Rajasthan state of India. Jaipur is the
capital of Rajasthan and also capital
of Rajasthan Cycling.

So Trilok and Prabuddha think that can we do something on Aravali’s trails.
Most of Aravali’s trails are rocky with sand.
Then we decided that we will do a trail event on Jaipur Aravali’s. We had
a conversation with Rajasthan Forest Department. With many meetings
and endless efforts they gave green flag to our project. Jaipur Zoo and
Nahargarh Zoological Park helped us in making the trails and event come
alive. We got to see a new enthusiasm and zeal from their side.

About the route - The route was created in Nahargarh Zoological Park with
the help of the Forest Department under the guidance of forest rangers.
The Route was a mix of rocky trails, loose gravel, cobbled and tarmac roads
and some small sand sections. The route went through the forest ranges
of Aravali Mountains covering Nahargarh Zoological Park and had many
villages en-route.
The weather was sunny and cool on race day. It rained a day earlier, so
the sandy section had become muddy. There were some steep climbs and
downhill sections.

Distance : 50kms
Total participants : 80
Race Area Venue : Nahargarh Zoological Park
Organizer : Team Seven Eleven Cycling owned by Trilok & Prabuddha
Main sponsor or supporter : Nahargarh Zoological Park & Jaipur Zoo,
Rajasthan Forest Department

Overall Winners
Male
1st YOGESH KUMAR
2nd MANJEET SINGH
3rd HUKUM CHAND

Overall Winners
Female
1st MEDHA REDDY
2nd CHETNA SINGH
3rd SILKE VAN SCHWARTZENBERG
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